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Abstract

We develop a novel dynamical method to examine spatial interaction mod-
els (SIMs). For each SIM, we use our dynamical framework to model emigra-
tion patterns. We look at the resulting population distributions to see if they
are realistic or not. We use the US census data from 2010 and various spatial
statistics to access the success or failure of each model. While we looked at
over eighty different SIMs, we will focus here on two examples: the produc-
tion constrained gravity model and the Radiation model. The results suggest
that all these models fail to produce realistic population distributions and we
identify the flaws within existing models. This leads us to suggest that we
should define site attractiveness in terms of a second short range SIM leading
to a new spatial interaction model — the Two-Trip model — which offers
significant improvements when examined via our method. We also note that
our Two-Trip adaptation can be used in any spatial modelling contexts, not
just emigration.

1 Introduction

Spatial interaction models (SIMs) predict flows that occur between a set of sites
distributed in a space (Openshaw, 1976). They have been used to describe popu-
lation distributions (Zipf, 1946; Berry, 1964), traffic flows (Jung et al., 2008), the
movements of cargo ships (Kaluza et al., 2010), the flow of goods and money (Evans
et al., 2009), telephone call patterns (Lambiotte et al., 2008) and friendship networks
(Lee et al., 2011). Perhaps the most important application of SIMs lies in modelling
human movement, where they enjoy an extensive range of applications from city
planning (Batty, 2013; Barthelemy, 2016) to archaeological modelling (Rihll and
Wilson, 1987; Knappett et al., 2008; Paliou and Bevan, 2016; Evans and Rivers,
2017).

However the vast majority of studies are static. That is they use a model where
the flows between sites do not vary over time so the system is in equilibrium. The
central idea in this paper is to interpret the flows modelled by a SIM literally. In
the context of migration, these flows tell us how many people are moving from one
site to another. It is therefore entirely logical to use this information to tell us how
the populations at different sites evolve. Including such dynamical feedback within
a SIM has been done before (Harris and Wilson, 1978; Wilson, 2008; Wilson and
Dearden, 2011b,a) but most studies using a SIM focus on flows within the system
at one particular time.
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Our approach is very flexible and can be applied to many different SIM. We
tried over eighty different models though for brevity we focus here primarily on
the production constrained Gravity model (Wilson, 1967) and the Radiation model
(Simini et al., 2012). For comparisons with a realistic spatial distribution we used
the location of population centres in the USA. One of our conclusions is that no
existing SIM was found to be satisfactory by our testing methodology. Looking
at how traditional models fail to match the observed population distributions led
us to produce a novel “Two-Trip model” to illustrate what is missing in traditional
models. We found this Two-Trip model with just one additional parameter produced
excellent results.

2 Methodology

Our approach has four stages. First we choose a SIM. Second we generate an
artificial set of sites whose positions will remain fixed. Next, we use a dynamical
extension of a static SIM to evolve the site populations. Lastly, we take various
statistical measures of the resulting pattern of populations, stopping the evolution
at the point where we get the best match with a reference data set.

2.1 Generic Model Definition

There are a plethora of SIMs available making it difficult to select the right model
for a problem. Part of this stems from ambiguities in the interpretations of model
parameters. We will work with a standard form for a SIM, which will also illustrate
the ambiguities and choices that need to be made. Consider the typical form of
many of these models

Tij = AijOiDjfij (2.1)

where we define the following quantities:

Tij the population flow from site i to site j,
Aij a normalisation term, depending on the constraints of the model,
Oi a source term with a larger value encouraging more trips to originate from site

i,
Dj an attractiveness term with a larger value encouraging more trips to the site j,
fij the deterrence function which determines the cost scale of an individual move-

ment from i to j. Invariably this is a function which decreases as the distance
between sites increases.

Many elements of Equation 2.1 are not precisely defined so choices have to be made,
often based on some mixture of expert opinion and computational or data driven
necessity. For example, in the unconstrained Gravity model, first developed in 1781
(Monge, 1781), it is typical to use the population of sites, denoted here by Qi for site
i, to represent both the source and attractiveness terms: Oi = Di = Qi. There is no
constraint in this simple model so Aij = 1. The definition of the deterrence function
is usually ambiguous. In some cases it is linked to some cost function cij = − ln(fij)
via entropy maximisation arguments (Wilson, 1967) (see also Erlander and Stewart
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(1990) and Appendix A) but effective costs, be they social, financial, political and so
forth, are typically unknown. A common candidate, perhaps driven by a mixture of
data availability and expert opinion, is to set the cost proportional to the distance.
When cost is chosen that way and when entropy is optimised subject to a constraint
on total cost, this leads to fij = exp(−βrij) where β is a model parameter while rij is
the distance between two sites. Even then, there are many ways to characterise the
perceived distance between two points (Evans et al., 2012). This includes straight-
line distance, the shortest distance by road and the average travel time to name just
a few. Distance can also be measured by the rank of the distance to nearbouring
sites, i.e. the intervening opportunities measure (Stouffer, 1940). So there are many
choices to be made when using SIMs. Later in Section 3 we will use a couple of
models to illustrate our key findings and we will specify the choices made for the
SIMs at that point.

2.2 Dynamical Extensions of Spatial Interaction Models

The focus of our work is the interpretation of the flows defined by a SIM in terms
of changes in populations over time. However, there is no fixed prescription for how
populations of centres change in response given the flow matrix Tij defined by a SIM.
So we use the simplest and most natural approach in which the rate of population
of site i, Qi, changes at a rate that is proportional to the net population movement
in and out of that site. That is we conjecture that

dQi

dt
= λ

∑
k

(Tki − Tik) (2.2)

where the flows Tki and Tik and the populations Qi are those at time t. Here λ is a
rate that can be interpreted as the fraction of a flow Tki who move permanently to
a site k from site i per unit time.1

In principle we can insert any static SIM into this equation provided we can
identify the source terms Oi and the attractiveness terms Di of (2.1) in terms of our
dynamical population variable Qi.

Once the population flows are defined in terms of populations at time t from
a given SIM, this differential equation (2.2) was then solved numerically using the
Euler method to evolve an initial population up to a final time τ . It was found,
however, that models do not reach a steady state. Therefore, this time-scale τ is
treated as an additional parameter of the model and found by optimisation, see
Section 3.

2.3 Site Generation

Models must be run on a selection of settlements, or maps, with spatial and popula-
tion information. Generating maps by sampling data would mean at time t = 0 the

1There is an important issue here: machine time vs. physical time. Equations like (2.2) are
often used as a numerical technique to find the solution for a static SIM i.e. to find the flows where
the non-linear input/output constraints are satisfied given the input/output site sizes. In that case
the ‘time’ variable is just a machine time with no physical meaning. We, on the other hand, want
to think of the t variable as a physical time.
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system would match the data perfectly. This could introduce false positive results,
so randomly generated maps were used. This approach also allows us to estimate
the uncertainties in our results.

Here 1000 settlements were distributed uniformly on a square of 1000 by 1000
spatial units each with a population of 100,000. In these units the density is ρ = 10−3

giving a typical site separation scale of ρ−1/2 ≈ 30. The scales used for population
and distance are arbitrary and so the absolute values are of little significance.

2.4 Statistic Selection

An important choice is that of the statistics used when comparing the output of our
models to real world data. We work with two statistics that have proved particularly
useful in our study.

2.4.1 Population-rank distributions

Of particular interest and significance to this paper is the relationship between
city populations and their rank within a system. This is invariably a fat-tailed
distribution, often approximated as a power-law, a property formally stated as Zipf’s
law (Zipf, 1949; Rosen and Resnick, 1980). Zipf’s law has been used in discussions of
city size-rank distributions for over a century across virtually all systems for which
there are data, for example see (Zipf, 1949; Berry, 1964; Rosen and Resnick, 1980).

We are not concerned with the precise details of the shape of these city size vs.
rank distributions, whether they are power laws or follow some other particular form.
Our interest is that the shape of these fat-tailed distributions are fairly similar and
so this is a robust feature of population dynamics. We will therefore demand that
an acceptable dynamical SIM must be able to reproduce this type of distribution.
This type of prerequisite for any serious growth model has been suggested before
(Gabaix, 1999). One result of our work is to note that achieving a reasonable match
between our dynamical models of the form (2.2) and this Zipfian type behaviour is
surprisingly difficult to achieve.

To be more precise, we will be comparing the output from our dynamical SIMs
to census data from the United States of America (US Census Bureau, 2010) using
the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Massey Jr, 1951) (KS test). The KS test
quantifies the similarity of two arbitrary curves through the statistic D(KS), which
is between zero and one but which approaches zero as the two curves become more
similar. In order to make this comparison, it is necessary to reduce the United States
census data to a 1000 settlement representation. For this reason, 1000 settlements
were randomly sampled within the census data and averaged over 100 iterations.
This practice yields both a mean and standard-deviation range of the US population-
rank distribution.

2.4.2 Adapted Ripley’s K Statistic

A key feature of real world systems is the spatial distribution of settlements, this
information is not encoded by the population-rank distribution. In order to address
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this issue, an adaptation of the Ripley’s K function (Dixon, 2013) was selected as a
suitable secondary statistic.

The Ripley’s K function (Dixon, 2013) is widely used to detect deviations of a
distribution of points from spatial homogeneity for varying distance scales (Bevan
and Conolly, 2006), see Appendix B for a definition and discussion. However, the
Ripley’s K statistic is a point statistic. That is the statistic is uninfluenced by the
populations of each site and only depends on their presence. In our case, the sites
have both a spatial location and a size. If we applied the traditional Ripley’s K
measure to data from any of our models, we would end up with a results close to
the minimum possible, K(r) = πr2, indicating a homogeneous distribution, since we
choose our site locations at random.

However we are particularly interested in the larger sites. In order to capture
both site size and site location in one statistic, we adapt Ripley’s K statistic and
use the statistic K200(r) where

K200(r) =
1

200

∑
i 6=j

θ(r − rij) θ(Qi −Q200) θ(Qj −Q200) (2.3)

where i and j run over the indices of the largest 200 settlements of our 1000 so
Q200 is a little smaller than the population of the site ranked 200-th by size. Spatial
boundaries effect this statistic and we outline how we deal with edge effects in
Appendix B.

2.5 Numerical Issues

2.5.1 Stability

Whilst the λ parameter in (2.2) can be interpreted as the fraction of people who
move permanently to a site, it is also directly linked to the time scale within the
system. Therefore, the parameter is of interest from the perspective of stability.

A stability analysis was carried out over a T = 1000 time-step simulation, using
deviations in total population size as a measure of error. Defining the ‘amplification
factor’ η as the ratio of this population deviation over the first half of the simulation
to the final half, so that

η =
P (0;T/2)− P0

P (T/2;T )− P0

(2.4)

where P (t1; t2) is the average total population between times t1 and t2 and P0 is the
initial total population. A necessary criteria for stability is the amplification factor
to be less than unity.

It was found that stability demanded values of λ as low as 0.1. Alternative
methods to the one proposed here were also used, all of which yielded similar results.
In order to be sure of our method’s stability, we choose to use λ = 0.01.

2.5.2 Programming Issues

We tested around eighty different models in the course of our research. To achieve
this we structured the code carefully to ensure that each model could be implemented
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with minimal changes to existing code, with many models implemented in minutes
which allowed for real time discussions.

The limiting factor in our work was model running time. We used standard
desktop computer technology and generic interpreted Python code as our run times
were typically just 20 seconds for models that could benefit from pre-calculation
optimisations. However, some models could not benefit from these optimisations
and had much longer running times, some theoretically taking several millennia to
reach completion. In these cases, in order for models to run in a reasonable amount
of time, we then implemented these models in C++. Using compiled C++ with
customised code optimisations produced programmes with far superior performance
compared to our Python code implementations but at the cost of dramatically in-
creased development time.

2.5.3 Evaluating Intervening Opportunities

One of the primary difficulties when building an implementation of the Radiation
model Simini et al. (2012) is in making it efficient enough to run in a practical time
frame. This problem arises here as the number of intervening opportunities between
two sites Stouffer (1940) must be recalculated at every point in time since the sites
sizes (the ‘opportunities’) are varying. Consider, naively, the number of calculations
that must be performed in determining the intervening opportunities for a single pair
of sites sij within the system. Here, one must test whether any of the N settlements
fall within radius rij: a test which takes N comparisons and must be performed N2

times to calculate every element of Tij. The result is a time complexity of O(N3).
There are a few tools that a programmer can reach for to reduce the running time,
such as pre-calculating the intervening settlements. However, this turns a O(N3)
time complexity into a O(N3) memory complexity that would require terabytes of
RAM to run on the US dataset. Neither of these solutions is feasible and so a
balance must be struck between memory and CPU usage. The implementation used
in this study was developed over an extended period of time and resulted in a O(N2)
memory complexity and a O(N2 logN) time complexity.

3 Results

So far we have defined a dynamical extension to any SIM through (2.2). Once we
have a form for the flows Tij we can investigate the output of different models and
compare this against the data from the US census. The values chosen for any model
parameters, including the running time τ , were those which gave a population-
rank distribution which most closely resembled that of US Census data, where the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic was used to measure closeness of fit.

We will start to specify our models by discussing a generic framework which
applies to most SIMs. In our case we tested approximately eighty existing models
(Emms, 2017; Wilkinson, 2017), most being some type of Gravity model. However,
we will summarise our findings by considering two exemplary cases: the production
constrained Gravity model Wilson (2011) and the Radiation model (Simini et al.,
2012), which we define later in this section.
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3.1 The Production Constrained Gravity Model

We begin by analysing the production constrained Gravity model, interpreting pop-
ulation as both the source and attractiveness terms Qi = Di = Oi and choosing
a deterrence function of the form fij = exp(−βrij) (Wilson, 2011) where rij is the
Euclidean distance between sites. This model has some real world applications, for
instance (Herijanto and Thorpe, 2005), but it may be too simple for many problems.
We also impose the production constraint that the number of people leaving each
site is equal to the the population of that site, Qi =

∑
j Tij. This results in the

following form the flow of population Tij from site i to site j,

Tij = AiQiQje
−βrij , Ai =

[∑
k

Qke
−βrik

]−1

. (3.1)
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Figure 1: The optimal population-rank distribution for (3.1) with a KS test statistic
of D(KS) = 0.133. Model parameters were β = 0.023, λ = 0.01 and τ = 1000. The
model’s population rank distribution (blue triangles) are plotted against sampled US
census data (green line) and the data range generated from the sampling process
(green fill). Each data point is representative of a settlement within the model’s
system, averaged over 100 runs, each on a different random map. Error bars and
census range displayed are three interquartile ranges. Percentage residual between
the model and mean data is also displayed (red fill).

The optimal population rank distribution generated by the Production Con-
strained Gravity model, is displayed in Figure 1. The small error bars, produced as
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three interquartile ranges on 100 differing systems, displayed in Figure 1 demonstrate
that the rank distribution produced by the model is insensitive to the underlying
system. This is a quality that is observed in the real world. Given our measure of
the intrinsic variation in our results, it is clear that the population-rank distribution
given in Figure 1 is unrealistic. The largest cites in the Production Constrained
Gravity model are too small while the smallest cities are too large. Clearly a more
successful model needs to have a larger flow into the bigger settlements.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

min max
Popultion Density

Figure 2: A typical output of a dynamic SIM, displaying settlement locations and
sizes (a) and a population density map (c), produced in this case by the production
constrained Gravity model, run via our dynamic method for τ = 1000 time steps
with parameters λ = 0.01 and β = 0.023. The results of both plots are contrasted to
the United States census data (US Census Bureau, 2016, 2010) in (b) and (d). The
radius of the red circles is proportional to their population. It can be seen that the
system’s evolution results in clusters of settlements not unlike that seen exhibited
in the United States.

There are a plethora of models offering a suitable extension to the gravity model.
For example, one used to study the location of retail outlets (Huff, 1964; Lakshmanan
and Hansen, 1965; Harris and Wilson, 1978; Rihll and Wilson, 1987, 1991) redefines
attractiveness as a power of the destination’s population, so Dj = Qj

1+ε where ε
is a fixed parameter. This would have the effect of giving the larger cities more
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“pulling power” with regards to population flow, and should increase the size of the
largest cities. However, we found that this model also fails to recover the observed
population rank distribution. Approximately eighty such model extensions were
tested with mostly negative results (Emms, 2017; Wilkinson, 2017). This does not
mean that these alterations were not worth investigation; many of them shed light
onto the nature of an effective model.

3.2 The Radiation Model

The form of the Radiation model is similar to that of the Production Constrained
Gravity Model. The major difference is that the Radiation model (Simini et al.,
2012) uses Stauffer’s “intervening opportunities” (Stouffer, 1940) sij as measure of
distance and not the geographical distance rij we have used in other models. To
define this measure precisely we define the sets Cij containing the indices of all
settlements closer to settlement i than settlement j, i.e. Cij = {k|rik < rij}. The
number of intervening opportunities sij between site i and j is then

sij =
∑
k∈Cij

Dk , (3.2)

where rij is the distance between site i and site j. The intervening opportunities
measure sij can be interpreted as another measure of the distance from site i to site
j.

We again consider the case Dk = Qk where a site’s attractiveness is equal to
its population. The original derivation of the Radiation model (Simini et al., 2012)
used a simple probabilistic model which exploits record statistics (Sibani and Jensen,
2013). It was based on the idea that people will consider the closest opportunities
before those further away, regardless of size of the actual physical distance rij. The
form of the Radiation model we use gives the flows Tij from site i to site j as

Tij = Qi
QiQj

(Qi + sij) (Qi +Qj + sij)
. (3.3)

Note that in a finite size system the Radiation model in this form is only approx-
imately an output constrained model,

∑
j Tij ≈ Qi but the approximation is very

good here in practice.
This form of the Radiation model is also parameterless in the sense that it has no

global model parameter which requires fitting to data; there are no free parameters
such as the β in our production constrained Gravity model (3.1). The only effective
parameter in our dynamical form of the Radiation model is the time τ the model is
run for.

On the other hand, the biggest drawback numerically in using the Radiation
model is that the intervening opportunities measure of distance is continually chang-
ing in our dynamical model. In the static case, the way the intervening opportunities
measure sij adapts to different distance scales present in the geography is put for-
ward as one of its advantages. However with changing Qi here the computational
workload of recalculating the intervening opportunities measure sij becomes the
limiting factor in our numerical simulations of a dynamical Radiation model.
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The Population-Rank distribution in Figure 3 seems to show improvement over
the Production Constrained Gravity model and many other Gravity models inves-
tigated. Still, the Radiation model does not agree with the census data for small
populations; roughly speaking the smallest seventy percent of the settlements fall
outside the bounds of error. On the other hand, the higher quality fit of the Radia-
tion model to the US Census data suggests that the Radiation model captures some
dynamics missing from other models.
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Figure 3: The optimal Zipf distribution for the Radiation model. The optimal
KS-Test value is D(KS) = 0.053. The model parameters used were λ = 0.01 and
τ = 1040. The model’s population rank distribution (red squares) are plotted
against sampled US census data (green line) and the data range generated from
the sampling process (green fill). Each data point is representative of a settlement
within the model’s system, averaged over 100 runs. Error bars and census range
displayed are three interquartile range. Percentage residual between the model and
mean data is also displayed (red fill).

Unfortunately, an analysis of the spatial distribution of large settlements in the
Radiation model, as shown in Figure 4, indicates a potential flaw in the model.
The Radiation model produces spatial distributions that appear to be completely
random, reflecting our initial conditions. We expect that in reality large settlements
often cluster together, as seen in the US census data. In terms of our adapted Rip-
ley’s K statistic, K200(r) of (2.3), other models produce distributions that resemble
data more closely than the Radiation model so we interpret this result as a flaw in
this dynamical version of the Radiation model.
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Figure 4: Optimal results for our adapted Ripley’s K statistic, K200(r) of (2.3),
for the Radiation model with parameters λ = 0.01 and τ = 1040. Error bars are
interquartile ranges both on the model’s Ripley’s K function, and also on the census
data. The dashed-blue homogeneity line represents the expected Ripley’s K function
for a uniformly distributed set of points, following the form of K̂(r) = πr2.

3.3 The Two-Trip model

Looking at the results from the eighty or so SIMs we have studied, as illustrated by
the two main examples discussed above, we arrive at four key observations:

1. Models aware of population in the neighbourhood of destination settlements
outperform other models.

2. Gravity models (3.1) require alterations that encourage movement into large
settlements.

3. In all existing models, places with no population at any time have zero attrac-
tiveness and they never grow. This is not desirable, as in reality all settlements
have started with zero population.

4. The attractiveness changes suddenly at the boundary of settlements. The
boundaries of sites often reflect political rather than actual divisions and so in
many cases they should not have such a dramatic effect on the dynamics of a
region.
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As we could not find an existing model which performed well on our two measures
or which addressed our key observations, we set out to construct a new model which
addressed these issues and to see if it would perform better.

We propose the Two-Trip model in which the attractiveness of a settlement takes
account of the population in a region close to that settlement. The attractiveness of
a site j is not just based on local opportunities, but also on opportunities accessible
through short-distance “commutes” to nearby sites. In our migration context, the
model now considers a trip between three locations: i → j ↔ k. The trip from
i → j is the conventional permanent migratory movement while the trip j ↔ k
is temporary, happening on a short time scale and not altering any settlement’s
population. This concept is illustrated in figure 5.

i
j

j

j

k

Figure 5: The commuting model considers pairs of trips, i → j ↔ k. The first
part i → j represents occasional movements occurring on long time scales, emigra-
tion, while the second trip captures temporary, short-distance exchanges, commuting
trips, between sites j and neighbouring sites k. When a large site k is in the proxim-
ity of j, this augments the attractiveness of j as commutes are more “convenient”.
In this case we imagine a migration from rural Wales, site i, to possible sites j,
satellite communities which lie within daily commute of central London, site k.

We implement this concept in the simplest possible way, defining the attractive-
ness Dj of a site j in terms of a new parameter γ and the commuting flow from j
to nearby sites as modelling in a simple Gravity model:

Dj =
∑
k

Qke
−γrjk . (3.4)

We imagine that attractiveness is only enhanced by nearby sites so we will assume
that γ � β. Here site j is included in the sum so that its population makes a
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contribution to the attractiveness in the usual way, enhanced by the populations of
close neighbours so that, Dj = Qj +

∑
k|k 6=j Qke

−γrjk .
This form for the attractiveness clearly has the first desired property in that

it includes the effect of neighbouring settlements. This form of attractiveness will
encourage growth of settlements surrounding large cities — a feature absent from
prior models. The resulting, highly attractive settlement clusters provide increased
migration from small to large settlements, fulfilling the second property that was
desired from a model. It also solves our third key observation as now a site can grow
even if its population is zero. This definition also gives a continuous attractiveness at
every point in space. The discontinuities present in other models have been removed.
This reduces the impact of the arbitrarily chosen boundary of settlements on the
dynamics of the system, addressing the fourth key observation. This interpretation
of the attractiveness (3.4) is also appealing as the distance of one’s commute to work
is an important consideration when relocating. This reformulation of attractiveness
would make locations with short commutes to large cities very attractive. All four
key observations outlined in the introduction to this section are therefore addressed
by this form for attractiveness.

In principle we can use our enhanced attractiveness (3.4) in any SIM with the
limiting case γ →∞ in (3.4) giving us the usual attractiveness of a site j in terms
of population of that site limγ→∞Dj = Qj. Even models using the intervening
opportunities measure of distance (3.2) can use the Two-Trip model attractiveness
of (3.4) to represent the number of opportunities in a site in place of the population.

In our study we chose to adapt the production constrained Gravity model using
the attractiveness given by (3.4). The full form for our Two-Trip model is then

Tij = AiQi

(∑
k

Qke
−γrik

)
e−βrij , (3.5)

Ai =

[∑
j

(∑
k

Qke
−γrik

)
e−βrij

]−1

. (3.6)

A more formal derivation of this model from an entropy viewpoint is given in Ap-
pendix A. The Two-Trip model has two parameters, which can both be interpreted
as distance scales: (1/β) gives the distance scale over which changes of residence
occur, and (1/γ) sets a short term (‘commuting’) movement distance scale.

Figure 6 exhibits the population-rank distribution of the Two-Trip model model,
demonstrating a faithful reproduction of the distribution generated from census
data, outperforming all other models in this investigation including the Radiation
model. We also note that the best fit to the data is obtained with a model where
β � γ so that the emigration length scale β−1 = 40.0 is forty times longer than the
commuting length scale γ−1 = 1.0.

At first sight, these distance scales seem too small given that in our units the
average distance between sites is roughly 30. The exponential form of our emigration
and commuting deterrence functions in (3.1) and (3.4) then tells us that an average
site has essentially no commuter satellite sites and its population will only emigrate
to a small set of its immediate neighbours. However, the Two-Trip model plays the
exponential fall off in distance in these deterrence functions against the slower fall off
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Figure 6: The Population-Rank distribution for the Two-Trip model. This model
achieved a remarkably low KS test score of D(KS) = 0.0267, the lowest value seen
in this study. The model parameters used were β = 0.025, γ = 1, λ = 0.01 and
τ = 1000. The model’s population rank distribution (black diamonds) are plotted
against sampled US census data (green line) and the data range generated from
the sampling process (green fill). Each data point is representative of a settlement
within the model’s system, averaged over 100 runs. Error bars and census range
displayed are a third quartile range. Percentage residual between the model and
mean data is also displayed (red fill).

with area that the Poisson distribution shows for the probability of one site having a
neighbour within a certain radius. That is we can estimate that the closest neighbour
that any one site of our N = 1000 sites has is at distance r1 which is roughly2 0.40.
What this means is that only a handful of sites will have enough close neighbours
for the commuting process to generate an attractiveness Di which is significantly
greater than their population, Qi. That in turn means that the Two-Trip model is
boosting the size of a few sites where they are in spatially-tight clusters. Because of
the spatial statistics in our model, there will only be a few such clusters so we will
only boost the population of a few regions, giving us the enhancement of a few larger
sites that we needed to match the data Zipf plots and at the same time giving us
the clustering of large sites that we see in the data and as measured by our K200(r)
statistic. This means this Two-Trip model model also outperforms the Radiation
model with regards to spatial distribution of large settlements, as is apparent in
Figure 7.

The χ2 statistic for the Two-Trip model when compared with data is 308, which
was the lowest seen in any model studied during this project by a large margin.
In order to make a meaningful comparison: the Radiation model produced a χ2

2To arrive at this estimate we demand that the probability p1 that we have one site within
radius r1 to be 1/(N − 1). This is so that on average we expect only one site of all N = 1000
sites present will have such a close neighbour at a distance r1. The sites are Poisson distributed
so pn = exp(−λ)λn/n! is the probability of finding n sites within an area A with λ = ρA. With
ρ = 10−3 we have that r1 ∼ 0.40. Thus we see that the commuting distance scale γ−1 we have
found in our optimal Two-Trip model is on the scale of the closest nearest neighbour distance r1
in our model.
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Figure 7: Optimal results for our adapted Ripley’s K statistic, K200(r) of (2.3), for
the Two-Trip model with parameters λ = 0.01, β = 0.025, γ = 1.0 and τ = 1000.
Error bars are quartile ranges both on the model’s Ripley’s K function, and also
on the census data. The dashed-blue homogeneity line represents the expected
Ripley’s K function for a uniformly distributed set of points, following the form of
K̂(r) = πr2.

statistic equal to 14000 which is clearly a much less faithful fit to data.

4 Conclusion

We started our work from the observation that SIMs (Spatial Interaction Models) are
often used to describe movements of people where the sizes of centres of population
remain unchanged. On longer time scales this is not consistent and so such static
SIM models ought to be considered in a dynamical context. We have considered
one possible dynamical framework, specified in (2.2), and we have used this to make
comparisons between many different models using the population-rank and spatial
distributions of settlements as a measure of success.

Over the course of this study, over eighty different existing SIMs were imple-
mented and tested. However, for clarity in this paper we have focussed on two pop-
ular examples: the production constrained Gravity model (Wilson, 1967) and the
Radiation model (Simini et al., 2012). These two models had different strengths and
weaknesses, but both illustrated why we arrived at our four key observations where
improvements were necessary. Firstly a basic Gravity model requires alteration to
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the cost or attractiveness terms that encourages large settlement growth. Secondly
that models which account for the population neighbouring a site outperform those
that do not. Finally sites with zero population must be able to re-emerge.

In response to this, we developed a new type of attractiveness Dj of (3.4) and
illustrated this with a novel model of spatial interaction, the Two-Trip model. In our
definition, a site’s attractiveness depends not only its size, but on the size of nearby
settlements. Our interpretation is that we are considering two journeys between
three locations: a short-distance, short term “commute” along with a permanent
(or at least long-term) migration. Our Two-Trip model can be derived formally
using an Entropic viewpoint as we show in Appendix A. Our Two-Trip model was
shown to produce a vastly improved population-rank distribution over other models
examined in this study. In addition, the resulting spatial distribution of large sites
was seen to be a drastic improvement over that produced by the Radiation model.

Our Two-Trip adaptation may also be of use outside the emigration-commute
context which we have used here to frame our discussion. In many situations where
spatial interactions are of interest, the attraction of any one site will be a function,
in part, of the neighbouring sites. The attractiveness of a large centre such as
New York, London or Shanghai will be in part because of the large number of
neighbouring centres that generate additional resources. The interactions possible
at one central site such as London are much larger than the population of central
London because many people are prepared to make a short trip in from a satellite
community and this adds value to that central site. In our work, we have modelled
this enhanced attractiveness effect using a simple Gravity model containing one extra
parameter, our short distance scale γ−1, but any SIM could be used for this second
shorter trip. Indeed the SIM used for the long distance and short distance effects
need not be the same depending on the context of the problem. This enhancement of
a site’s attractiveness caused by its neighbours leads to additional non-linear effects.
This reminds us of models such as the retail gravity model (Huff, 1964; Lakshmanan
and Hansen, 1965; Harris and Wilson, 1978) where the attractiveness of a site is
modelled as a power of the population, Dj = (Qj)

β, as used in a dynamical context
in (Wilson and Dearden, 2011a). Our Two-Trip framework gives an alternative
microscopic approach to such non-linear enhancements of the attractiveness of a
site.
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A The Two-Trip model

We follow the approach of Wilson (1967) (or see, for example, Erlander and Stewart
(1990)). We begin by considering the number of possible micro-states possible for a
given set of two-stage population flows through a system of sites

W =
T !∏

ijkα Tijkα!
. (A.1)

Here α indexes each possible example of the route connecting sites i, j and k, i.e. in
the language of statistical physics α labels the microstates for each route. The total
number of trips made in the system given as T =

∑
ijkα Tijkα. The entropy of this

system is then

S = ln(W ) = ln

(
T !∏

ijkα Tijkα!

)
. (A.2)

We now assume that all properties of the system are identical for each microstate
α of one route ijk. So we may assume approximately similar flows across each of
the inter-personal connections α and hence that Tijkα ≈ Tijk/Nijk where Nijk is
the number of these identical connections possible along the ijk route (the number
of microstates in the coarse grained state ijk). With this simplification and using
Sterling’s approximation we find that

S ≈ ln(T !)−
∑
ijk

(
Tijk ln

(
Tijk
Nijk

)
− Tijk

)
(A.3)

We aim to maximise this system entropy under a set of constraints, which can be
summarised as a production constraint,∑

jk

Tijk = Oi , (A.4)

a total migratory (first stage) cost constraint∑
ijk

Tijkbij = B , (A.5)

and a commuting (second stage) cost constraint∑
ijk

Tijkcjk = C . (A.6)

The migratory (commuting) costs per trip for each edge bij (cij) must be specified
but are typically given as a function of distance with just one or two parameters.
The total migratory (commuting) costs B (C) are Lagrange multipliers which we
will eliminate.

The model we have in mind is that we are looking for flows of emigration from
site i to site j but the attractiveness of site j depends on part on the opportunities at
site k provided the cost of commuting between j and k are reasonable, as illustrated
in Figure 5.
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The most likely pattern of flows is found by maximising this entropy subject to
the constraints (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6). This is done by finding the turning points
in the function L

L = ln(T !)−
∑
ijk

(
Tijk ln

(
Tijk
Nijk

)
− Tijk

)
+
∑
i

λi

(
Oi −

∑
jk

Tijk

)

+β

(
B −

∑
ijk

Tijkbij

)
+ γ

(
C −

∑
ijk

Tijkcjk

)
. (A.7)

That is by demanding that ∂L/∂Tijk = 0 we find the most likely flow in this model
which we find to be

Tijk = Nijke
−λie−γcjke−βbij . (A.8)

We could impose the constraints on migration flows (A.5) and on commuting flows
(A.6) but it is simpler to leave the expression in terms of the trip costs since they
are usually expressed as a simple function of the distances between sites. However it
is useful to impose the output constraint (A.4) to eliminate the unknown Lagrange
multipliers λi and we find that we may rewrite the solution as

Tijk = AiOie
−γcjke−βbij . (A.9)

where

Ai =

[∑
jk

Nijke
−γcjke−βbij

]−1

. (A.10)

At the moment we have left the choice for the number of microstates associated
with each flow unspecified as Nijk. However in our work we choose

Nijk = QiQk , (A.11)

where Qi is the population of site i. The reason is that the migration from one site
to another will depend on the number of possible interactions between those two
sites. This is usually assumed to be proportional to the number of distinct possible
trips. That is we are assuming here that every person in site i has Qk possible
people to visit in site k so the number of distinct trips, microstates in the language
of statistical physics, is QiQk. In our situation, we are saying that the flow Tijk
represents the number of people migrating from i to site j but that these people
are working in site k. We therefore argue that it is not the number of possible
interactions between the origin site i and the site of residence j that matters, but
it is the possible interactions between the origin site i and the site k with the
opportunities proportional to Qk. We do not emigrate to Caldwell, Guildford or
Suzhou because of the exciting interactions we will have in the sleepy suburb where
we reside, but rather people emigrate to Caldwell, Guildford or Suzhou because of
the range of opportunities in the nearby site where they work: New York, London
or Shanghai in these examples. Our definition for Nijk in (A.11) is simple, though
widely used in spatial interaction modelling, and it is for this reason that we have
shown the more general solution for the flows in (A.9).
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The other simplification, again a common one, is that we will set the output
constraint Oi = Qi and along with our definition for Nijk in (A.11) we arrive at the
full form of the commuting model that we use in our work,

Tijk = AiQiQke
−γcjke−βbij . (A.12)

where

Ai =

[∑
jk

Qke
−γcjke−βbij

]−1

(A.13)

However, as we are updating the resident populations using the migratory move-
ment, for two sites i and j this will just be Tij =

∑
k Tijk, yielding

Tij = AiOi

(∑
k

Qke
−γcjk

)
e−βbij . (A.14)

Writing this in the form of a traditional output-constrained gravity model, what we
have is

Tij = AiQiQ
eff
j e
−βbij , (A.15)

Ai =

[∑
j

Qeff
j e
−βbij

]−1

(A.16)

where the attractiveness of site j, Dj, is the effective population Qeff
j in the neigh-

bourhood of the target site j

Qeff
j =

(∑
k

Qke
−γcjk

)
= Qj +

∑
k|k 6=j

Qke
−γcjk

 (A.17)

if we set cjj = 1.
If this commuting model was used as a static model we see that the Qeff

j are
given in terms of existing input parameters {Qk} plus a second deterrence function
e−γcjk . It would be natural to express this second deterrence function in terms of
the same set of known distances used for the e−βbij deterrence function along with
just one or two more parameters. For instance we might set e−βbij = e−βdij and
e−γcij = e−γdij using the same fixed set of distances dij. However even in this static
case we see that we generate the measure for the output of each site, Oi = Qi is
now different from the “attractiveness” for input to a site, the Dj = Qeff

j so even
the static version of this model is distinctive.

This entropic Two-Trip framework is very flexible. For instance the costs for
either or both trips are just as easily expressed in terms of the Intervening Oppor-
tunities distance measure sij of (3.2) Stouffer (1940). The Radiation model uses a
cost function βbij = ln ((Di + sij)(Di + sij +Dj)) with γ → ∞ so that Di = Qi.
However, if γ is finite, then we find that we have Di = Qeff

i giving us a Two-Trip
version of the Radiation model.
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B Discussion of the adjusted Ripley’s K function

The Ripley’s K function is used to detect deviations of a distribution of points from
spatial homogeneity (Bevan and Conolly, 2006). In our case (with a density of 1 in
our units) Ripley’s K function, denoted K(r), is defined to be the average number
of sites within distance r of each site, that is

K(r) =
1

ρ

∑
i 6=j

θ(r − rij) (B.1)

where ρ is the density of points, typically calculated as the number of points in a
unit area of the system, ρ = N/A.

For points with perfect spatial homogeneity, Ripley’s K function is of the form
K(r) = πr2. Any clustering of the points in space increases the value of the function.
This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 8
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Figure 8: An illustration of the Ripley’s K statistic on a set of randomly distributed
points (a) and a set of clustered points (b).

Using the Ripley’s K statistic presents two obstacles, both of which concern
differences between the spatial characteristics of the data and the models. The
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first of these problems stems from ambiguity in the units of distance used in the
models; and the second concerns the edge-effects arising from the shape of the area
containing the settlements.

B.1 Distance Scales

The first of these problems that we will address is the differing distance scales
between our maps and United States census data. The result of this difference is
that the two Ripley’s K functions are incomparable due to two differing units of
distance. In order to overcome this, we introduce a scaling to distance units within
the data, which effectively acts to normalise the density factors in equation (B.1).
We define the average distance within a system 〈r〉 as

〈r〉 =

∑
ij |rij|

N(N − 1)
(B.2)

where we have divided by N(N − 1) as this is the number of edges/connections
present in the system. Then we scale the distance measured in data, rd, to that of
our models, rm, as

rd = rm ×
〈rd〉
〈rm〉

(B.3)

So that both Ripley’s K functions - both that of the model and that of the data -
can now be calculated as functions of rmodel and comparisons between the two are
now possible. Note, that this scaling must also be included within the definition of
density, which must be transformed as

ρd =
N

〈rd〉2
×
(
〈rd〉
〈rm〉

)2

(B.4)

where we have used the definition of map area A = 〈r〉2 in calculating our density.
Further to the above scaling, an additional scaling was used to place both K(r)
and r parameters within the range 0 → 1, where 1 represents the maximum value
measured in the models’ outputs.

B.2 Edge Effects

A second obstacle we face in using the Ripley’s K statistic is the presence of edge
effects. Whilst edge effects are the same (and therefore unimportant) between two
identically shaped maps, the US has a far larger perimeter than our computationally
generated square maps. Thus, we expect edge effects to have a higher order effect on
the US census data than on the models - a feature that we must therefore account
for. We can calculate the fractional change invoked in the Ripley’s K function by
a boundary by considering the Ripley’s K statistic, but focusing on the total map
area within the boundary that falls within a radius r instead of the total number
of sites. This is equivalent to calculating the statistic on a uniform distribution of
points within the boundary of the map. Thus we can rewrite the function as

K(r) =
1

ρ

∑
x,y

A(r;x, y) (B.5)
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where x, y are uniformly distributed points within the map boundary and A(r;x, y)
is the map area that fall within radius r of the point {x, y} within the map. The
significance of this measurement becomes clear when considering the result without
a boundary and thus without edge effects. In this scenario, the function would
simply take the form of K(r) = πr2, and so we can take the ratio R(r) between the
map and its equivalent without a boundary.

R(r) =

∑
x,y A(r;x, y)/n

πr2
(B.6)

Here R(r) represents the fractional correction needed to account for edge effects in
the Ripley’s K function at radius r.
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